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It was built in the shipyards of "Bodrum" in 1994 is 22.50 meters long and 5.50 meters wide, 

made entirely of mahogany and teak 

It was restored in "La Spezia" in 2009 where it was well finished and attention to detail 

in 2010 and 2011 has been further modernized 

It has 4 double cabins forward and three aft, all with private toilets and air conditioning 

It is equipped with tender and equipment for snorkelling 

the crew painstakingly consists of 3 members, the captain and two sailors, ready to better meet 

your needs.  

A wonderful view will be the scene at the dinner served at the big table of stern ...... taste the 

local dishes based on fresh fish prepared by the crew 

every morning, before a relaxing breakfast surrounded by the turquoise waters of the sea, it will 

sail to discover small beaches and inaccessible by land 

 

 

 

         



 

Sardinia Nothwest: Alghero - Asinara Island – Castelsardo 

"Alghero" elegant seaside town fortified taste Catalan.  

Beaches towering cliffs, rich depths of life, from turquoise to emerald waters these are the things 

you will see a navigation always safe, with many ports and shelters.  

It starts from Alghero and heading north we meet "Capo Caccia" with its towering cliffs and the 

famous caves of Neptune, the most important of Sardinia 

Continue northwards and crossed the great passage of "The Pelosa", we enter the Gulf of 

"Asinara". After a stop in the crystal waters of "Stintino" and Asinara, we are preparing for entry in 

"Castelsardo", old medieval village with an old town perched high above the sea of absolute 

interest. The return to Alghero, has another wonderful surprises that complement our week of 

relaxation 

Program : 

Saturday: 17:00 boarding Marina of "Alghero", accommodation in cabins, welcome 

cocktail, dinner and overnight in port 

Sunday: After breakfast we start with coastal navigation along the Gulf of Alghero, we 

arrived in "Capo Caccia" remain surprised by its cliffs overlooking the sea. We continue 

sailing to "Porto Ferro", stop for lunch and beach activities. In the early afternoon we 

continue sailing to the North and meet the "Piana Island". Stop at anchor for dinner and 

overnight 

Monday: after breakfast, we continue sailing along the Island Asinara to get to "Cala 

Reale", we will devote the entire day to explore this fascinating island remained 

inaccessible for over 115 years, on the island you can book various tours, jeep, horseback , 

by train, on foot. 

Tuesday: After breakfast we shall head towards the "Isola Rossa", crossing the entire Gulf 

of Asinara, we will stop in the charming beach of "Badesi" for lunch and beach activities. In 

the late afternoon we continue sailing to the picturesque "Castelsardo", dinner and 

overnight in port 

Wednesday: Breakfast while sailing to Stintino "La Pelosa", stop for bathing and lunch. we 

will stay here in this immense natural swimming pool with the possibility of diving 

excursions or enjoy many beach activities, stop in the harbor, dinner and overnight 

Thursday: after breakfast, we continue sailing to "Porto Palmas", stop for bathing and 

lunch. In the late afternoon we will depart "Porto Conte", in this stretch of navigation 

Captain will amaze you with a passage quite exciting, stopping at anchor for dinner and 

overnight 

Friday: after breakfast again dubbed Capo Caccia with a stop in "Cala d'Inferno" with a 

chance to visit the caves of Neptune. Beach activities and lunch, in the afternoon we share 



to the beach "Bombarde" one of the most beautiful west coast of Sardinia. Stop at anchor 

for dinner and overnight 

Saturday: breakfast, starting at 09:00 with destination marine of Alghero, arriving around 

10:00. Landing. 

It will be a pleasure to introduce you to Scorpion V, with suggested itineraries or other 

customized according to your needs, or with 15-day cruises that provide for the 

circumnavigation of Corsica or Sardinia 

Typical Day 

the day begins in a protected bay next to a marina, after breakfast and a good espresso can go any 

land on the ground with the tender, or enjoy the first bath.  

At about 10.00 we set sail to reach the agreed location, arriving at 12.00. 

Upon arrival a member of the crew will be on hand to give you all the assistance in beach 

activities, or lead with the tender for exploration of coves inaccessible by land. 

The other crew members are dedicated to the preparation of the meal that will be served in the 

large table aft around 13.30.  

After lunch you can enjoy a read in the comfortable and shaded aft sofa or the large sun deck.  

At 15.30 we will continue the navigation to the selected location arriving around 17:30, you can 

land on the ground with the tender to do some shopping or enjoy a drink. It is back on board at 

about 20.00 for dinner 

Additional Information 

Scorpion V sailing in Sardinia, an island that is located inside the whale sanctuary, in one of the 

most beautiful and transparent sea in the world.  

During our navigation accompanied by a bit of luck and experience of the captain surely will not 

miss meet with groups of dolphins.  

The itineraries are designed to precede the guests on board to spend a carefree holiday without 

the chores that organizing a trip entails. The routes may be changed according to weather and sea 

conditions, or simply to satisfy your tastes. 

Our cruises start from the marina of Alghero important marina which is only 8 km from "Alghero - 

Fertilia (Riviera del Corallo) Airport" and 30 km from the commercial port of "Porto Torres".  

In 2012 we strengthened our Web presence with the release of our new website: 

http://www.caicco.eu where you can see the special programs, browse galleries rich of detailed 

images of the interior and exterior of the boat , consult lists or read the comments of our previous 

guests published in the "Guest Book".  

For any further information the captain Alessandro responds to the number +39 3936425755 

http://www.caicco.eu/

